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A, first, short introduction to the concept of everyday multiculturalism
Differently from the philosophical and normative conception of multiculturalism, the idea of everyday multiculturalism wants to highlight the character of “social construction” of any socially relevant difference. It pushes to analyse how the differences are effectively used in specific situations of everyday interaction.

We point your main attention to situations and contexts – typically urban and globalized – in which (at least one of) the actors involved consider difference a relevant factor for understanding and acting in an appropriate and profitable way.
We think at situations in which the constant presence of otherness needs an active work of “domestication” of reified differences produced on the macro level in order to make sense to the interpersonal relationship or, again, at situation in which to manifest or to claim a specific difference can be a powerful rhetorical resource to gain access to limited resources or to exclude others competitors.
A mundane, necessary work that takes place in situation where power, capability and resources are differently distributed, not shared in conditions of equity and equality.

This specific point of view require, at least, two precise assumptions:
to take difference seriously: as a relevant aspect of the necessary and ongoing activity of making sense of the everyday reality. That means to consider difference as a political resource, a resource actors can use to construct an ordinate and shared meaning, to construct a specific definition of the situation in which they are committed, to resist other definitions perceived as inadequate, unequal, unfair.

to reserve a specific attention to everyday life, to the routines of the situated recursive activity, the more mundane interactions, the outnumbers daily occasions in which to be able to use an to face difference is a needed and indispensable capacity.

Why difference is so important? What does difference mean?
Against an essentialist conception of difference – that make difference something of static, that cannot be changed, something that constitute the sacred core of personal and collective identity – in this view, difference become a mechanical restraint, an ancestral tie that people cannot overcome if they don’t wont to lose their capacity to act and to be recognised as independent and competent social actors
In this way, difference is often transformed in something that cannot be confronted or mixed with other differences without dissolve any its specificity – difference tend to become a sort of cage, a legacy that cannot be modified and that require, to be safely protected, to avoid any contact with other difference that can pollute it

Against a radically processual conception of difference – that make difference only a never-ending play, something that never can be fixed. This perspective risks to transform difference in pure contingency, something that is not real – with real effects – because it’s not stable, not defined, never has a specific meaning. In so doing, this perspective results unable to give an account of situations in which difference is perceived to be the main stake in social interactions, in which recognition or defence of difference can be literally perceived as a matter of life and death

Instead of the false dichotomy between essentialism and anti-essentialism we propose a more conscious constructionist approach that not only stress the fact that difference is a social product but try to investigate the conditions of this production, highlighting the ongoing struggle to make the social production of difference something of stable, not contestable, apparently “natural”.

We propose to consider difference as a political resource: a specific tool that people can use for constructing a public, shared, meaningful reality, something people continuously use to create boundaries, alliance and discrimination
From this point of view, difference assumes the consistence of a social fact continuously stressed between an instrumental, creative use and the necessity of reification into patterns that make reality stable, in a way possibly favourable for the actor that propose it. In this sense difference constitutes a political resource: a tools can use to make a form to social reality, a tool the more effective the more can present itself as necessary, legitimate, taken for granted, shared, the more it appear to be a natural and constitutive element of reality.

So, considered as a political resource, difference has less to do with the conservation of culture (as most of the supporters of a reified multiculturalism argue), rather it has to be considered as a practical accomplishment, necessary to make sense and stability to reality

Look at difference as a political resource consents to consider in the same time the two face of difference:
it is an ongoing construction, changing face and consistence in different moments and in different contexts in order to better fit the specific situation in which it is used (that is, it isn’t a natural, essential, object)
but
it need to become real, consistent, stable, in order to be believed as a meaningful part of the reality, to become a social fact  whit real effects (that is, it isn’t an ephemeral, endless mixing process)

Our research proposal: a category of analysis
Everyday multiculturalism is not a specific dimension of our societies but a way of looking at them

It marks the boundary of both a specific analytical perspective and a specific empirical field for observation. It signals, in the same time, a category of analysis and a category of practices

As a category of analysis, everyday multiculturalism refers to a specific sociological point of view oriented to detect how difference is constructed and contested, who use it, in what situation, to mark what kind of distinction, for what goals, whit what results.
Continuing a phenomenological, micro-sociological and anti-essentialist tradition, it’s more interested in pragmatic than in semantic use of difference

It points its attention to situations in which difference is continuously produced, contested and reified. It doesn’t look at difference as an intrinsic characteristic of social encounters, but rather as a resource or a tie that people can use to give a shared meaning to their interaction. So it’s less interested in what difference is or should be, and more in how different is used, and in what specific meaning it is assuming in a specific situation.

Our research proposal: a category of practices
As a category of practices, everyday multiculturalism refers to the daily, mundane, (apparently) unproblematic relations in local urban contexts requiring a constant ability to recognise and use differences, to construct and deconstruct boundaries, to sustain and resist common representations of otherness

Everyday multiculturalism has not only to do with acceptance or celebration of difference, but it’s interested in conflictual and problematic situations as well. It has not only to do with recognition requests from marginal groups, but also with the use dominant groups make of boundaries and distinctions.
The emphasis on the pragmatic dimension oriented the empirical observation toward the boundary work: it’s has less to do with the study of isolated (ethnic) group and more with the mediations, the conflicts, the ongoing work of necessary translation of categories and model for interpretation produced on the macro level in order to adapt them to the specific, local, requirements.

Urban contexts constitute a privileged set for everyday multiculturalism. Urban contexts constitute a space of differences, variability, a space where the otherness constitute a constant presence, a space where the stranger is there to stay (as Simmel describes).
So everyday multiculturalism has to do with mundane, daily problems as to make sense of the high volume music or the strong cooking smell coming from the apartment of the new neighbours, or to learn to fulfil the requests of our customers looking for “authentic ethnic goods” also when we have no idea at all regarding their place of origin or their presumed cultural meaning.





The double competence of social actors: that is, their situated ability to use difference as an instrument for construct points of contact and interaction as well as a barriers for exclusion

The spatially and socially situated difference between tactics and strategies: that is, a more or less conscious use of difference in order to construct a stable and shared meaning
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